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Post-translational modifications of amino acid side chains are
crucial in structural biology due to their modulation of signaling
pathways in the cell.1 Phosphorylation is the most widely known
and well studied form of reversible post-translational modification,
playing a key role in signaling mechanisms in diverse cellular
processes such as ion channel regulation, metabolism, and cell cycle
modulation.2 In smooth muscle, phosphorylation of S19 (pS19) on
the regulatory light chain (RLC) is required for activation of muscle
contraction. The unphosphorylated state of smooth muscle myosin
has negligible catalytic activity, while phosphorylation produces
as much as a 1000-fold increase in Actin-activated ATPase
activity.3,4 Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) experiments5

and computational simulations6 on spin-labeled RLC bound to
functional myosin have provided insight into the conformational
shifts induced by phosphorylation in the N-terminal phosphorylation
domain (PD) of this protein. These studies have shown that, upon
phosphorylation, the PD undergoes a disorder-to-order transition.
Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of PD suggest that the
interaction between pS19 and the adjacent residue R16 plays a major
role in the phosphorylation-induced conformational transitions.5 Here
we provide a quantitative analysis of the thermodynamic and structural
basis of the phosphorylation-induced disorder-to-order conformational
transitions of RLC by means of molecular dynamics simulations.

Two independent all-atom MD simulations of phosphorylated
and unphosphorylated PD were performed using the program
NAMD7 and the CHARMM 27 force field8 with CMAP correction.9

SSKRAKAKTTKKRPQRATSNVFAMF, the sequence of PD, was
translated into an ideal R-helix, which was used as a starting model.
Phosphorylation was assigned to S19. The production runs were
carried out for 140 ns using an NPT ensemble with periodic
boundary conditions. The free energy change in the phosphoryla-
tion-induced disorder-to-order transition was calculated using the
MM/PBSA method.10 The entropic contribution to the relative free
energy was estimated using the quasi-harmonic approximation,11

as discussed in detail in the Supporting Information.
Analysis of the trajectories showed that, in the absence of

phosphorylation, the peptide experienced a loss of R-helical
periodicity at positions T9-K11 (Figure 1), with an inherent gain
of conformational backbone dynamics (Figure S1A). In contrast,
phosphorylation favored R-helical periodicity, populating the
ordered state of the peptide (Figure 1, Figure S1B). Moreover, a
stable salt-bridge interaction between pS19 and R16 was present
in at least 90% of the total time of simulation.

The trend observed in these MD simulations corresponds to the
previously suggested effect of phosphorylation in the ordering of the

PD,6 with two significant differences in the present study: the absence
of a transient π-helix in both unphosphorylated and phosphorylated
peptides and the shift of backbone disorder from region K12-Q15 to
T9-K11. These differences arise from the use of the CMAP correction
in the present study, which has been found to more accurately describe
protein backbone motions.9 The presence of a stable R-helix is in closer
agreement with EPR data.5 The existence of a disordered region at
T9-K11 correlates well with the presence of P14, which apparently
increases the rigidity of the N terminus and disfavors the stability of
the backbone hydrogen bond between T10 and P14.

We calculated the free energy change of the phosphorylation-
induced disorder-to-order transition (∆Gord) from the MD trajec-
tories (Figure 1). Short- and long-range electrostatic interactions
introduced by phosphorylation were found to significantly contribute
to the favorable enthalpy of ordering. For instance, the contact
minimum free energies of the interaction between phosphoserine
and arginine (such as the one observed between pS19 and R16)
have been estimated between -4.7 and -10.6 kcal/mol2. The
magnitude of the contact minimum free energy depends on the
monodentate- or bidentate-like geometry. We found a ratio of 2:1
between bidentate- and monodentate-like geometry in our simula-
tions, indicating that the contribution of this specific interaction
guides the enthalpy of ordering to a deeper energy minimum.

The radius of gyration of cationic residues was computed (except
for R16, which will be discussed later) as a measure of side chain
disorder (Figure 2). Convergence in the radius of gyration was
achieved after 80 ns of simulation, so only the last 60 ns of
simulation were considered for further analysis. Upon phosphory-
lation, there is a decrease of ∼2 Å in the radius of gyration, which
represents a loss of 20% in the conformational dynamics of the
positively charged side chains.

We showed previously that R16 plays an important role in ordering
of the RLC, due to formation of a salt bridge with pS19.6 Here we
computed the conformational probability of the torsional angle � of
R16 from trajectories (Figure 3). In the unphosphorylated peptide, R16
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Figure 1. Decomposition of the free energy of ordering.
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was significantly populated by an entropically favorable extended
conformation (� ) (180°), with � ) +180° and � ) -180° equally
populated, indicating that rapid side chain motions take place on the
ns time scale (Figure 3). Upon phosphorylation, the R16 side chain
was constrained by pS19 to an entropically unfavorable conformation
(� ≈ +70°) (Figure 3B). Populations of � ) (180° were negligible,
indicating that phosphorylation induced a significant reduction in
conformational freedom.

To further explore the importance of R16 in the disorder-to-
order transitions, we performed 140-ns MD simulations of the
phosphorylated mutants R16A and R16E, which have been shown
to stabilize SMM in the 6S conformation12,13 and greatly inhibit
phosphorylation by MLCK.14 Both mutations destabilized the helix
substantially compared with the phosphorylated WT peptide (Figure
4, Figure S2), apparently due to the loss of the salt bridge pS19-
R16, but also due to the formation of new salt bridges that
destabilize the helix.

By what mechanism does phosphorylation balance the enthalpy-
entropy compensation in the disorder-to-order transition? We

calculated a free energy increase of ∼6 kcal/mol from the decrease
in entropy due to backbone ordering, in good agreement with the
estimated entropy of backbone folding in formation of a single
helical turn.15 We calculated an additional increase in free energy
of ∼6 kcal/mol due to loss of conformational entropy of the R16
side chain. Thus, backbone ordering and the conformational
restriction of R16 account for 60% of the total entropic free energy
increase (about 20 kcal/mol, Figure 1) upon phosphorylation.
Restriction of the motions of positively charged residues also
contributed to the overall unfavorable entropy of ordering. Thus
electrostatic interactions introduced by phosphorylation make a
significant contribution to the total entropy of ordering.

In conclusion, phosphorylation balances the enthalpy-entropy
compensation in the RLC by favoring the electrostatic contribution
to the enthalpy and constraining the conformational dynamics of
positively charged residues. Phosphorylation tunes ∆Gord by adding
a significant constraint to R16, which contributes to the loss of
entropy in the disorder-to-order transition. We propose that this
balance keeping ∆Gord small, serves to ensure that phosphorylation
is a reversible switch

A phosphorylation-induced change in order has also been
observed, by EPR,16 NMR,17 and MD simulation18 in the N-
terminal domain of phospholamban, but in that case an order-to-
disorder transition was found, due to the formation of a helix-
destabilizing salt bridge (as observed for the RLC mutants in Figure
S2). We propose that entropically balanced disorder-order transi-
tions are a common theme in phosphorylation-induced conforma-
tional shifts involved in cell signaling.
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Figure 2. Radius of gyration of cationic residues in the PD.

Figure 3. Calculated probabilities of the torsional angle � of R16.

Figure 4. Final MD structures of phosphorylated PD containing R16
mutations (purple, R-helix; blue, 310-helix; cyan, turn; white, coil).
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